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[57] ABSTRACT 
The invention contemplates use of heat-shrinkable 
plastic ?lm for the packaging for clusters of containers, 
such as cylindrical beverage cans of a given size. One 
or more local reinforcing laminations, such as ?laments 
beads or pleats are formed in the ?lm prior to wrapping 
the containers, the location of such laminations being 
such as to form a tough handle region, for ready porta 
bility of the packaged cluster. The preformed nature of 
the lamination is to withstand such local ?lm tensions 
as develop in the course of heat-shrinking to consoli 
date the packaged cluster. Various forms of lamination, 
and methods and means of making the same, are shown 
and described. 

14 Claims, 15 Drawing Figures 
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SHRINK PACK AND METHOD AND APPARATUS 
FOR MAKING THE SAME 

The invention relates to shrink-packaging of clusters 
of containers, such as cylindrical beverage cans of a 
given size. Speci?cally, the invention is concerned with 
improvements over the disclosure in copending Ganz 
application Ser. No. 47,996, ?led June 22, 1970, and 
it is also applicable to wrapping techniques beyond 
those described in said application. 
The development of shrink-packaging, especially the 

shrink-packaging of clusters of cylindrical beverage 
containers, for example, the popular “2 X 3 six pack" 
of 12-02. cans, is extremely competitive, the primary 
aim being to produce at least cost, not only a suffi 
ciently attractive display of the containers in a package 
that will withstand abusive handling, but also a package 
which will be readily portable with simple access for 
container removal from the cluster. lnevitably, cost of 
materials is the biggest factor, but portability suffers 
when the shrink-?lm material is of too-thin gauge. 

It is, accordingly, an object of the invention to pro 
vide an improved cluster package of the character indi 
cated, and a method and apparatus for making the 
same. 

Another object is to achieve vastly superior portabil 
ity for a shrink-wrap cluster package, using shrink-?lm 
of a gauge previously considered unacceptably thin. 
A further object is to achieve the above objects with 

out degrading overall ruggedness of the package and 
providing even easier access for container removal 
from the cluster. 

It is also an object to achieve the above objects using 
existing wrapping machinery and methods, with a mini 
mum of modi?cation and without affecting the ef? 
ciency or speed of wrapping. 
A general overall object is to achieve major econo 

mies in unit-package cost while meeting the the above 
objects, and without resort to inserted paperboard or 
the like reinforcements. 
Other objects and various further features of novelty 

and invention will be pointed out or will occur to those 
skilled in the art from a reading of the following speci? 
cation, in conjunction with the accompanying draw 
ings. In said drawings, which show, for illustrative pur 
poses only, preferred forms of the invention: 
FIG. I is a simpli?ed view in perspective of a shrink 

wrapping production line to which my invention has 
been applied; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged perspective view of a “2 X 3" 

six pack, being a product of the machine of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary view in perspective of a por 

tion of the upper panel of the wrap of FIG. 2, taken at 
section line 3—3 thereof and with an exaggerated 
showing of certain wrap-material laminations; 
FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIG. 3, to illustrate a modi 

?cation; 
FIG. 5 is a simpli?ed view in perspective of laminat 

ing apparatus embodied in the machine of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 2 to show a modified 

cluster package; 
FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 3 but taken at the sec 

tion line 7-7 of FIG. 6; 
FIGS. 8 and 9 are views similar to FIGS. 3 and 7, to 

show a further modi?cation; 
FIG. 10 is a view similar to FIGS. 2 and 6, to show 

a still further modi?ed cluster package; 
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2 
FIG. II is a view similar to FIG. 3 but taken at the 

section line II-II of FIG. I0; 
FIG. 12 is a plan view of sheet material used in wrap 

ping the package of FIG. 10; 
FIG. 13 is a simpli?ed view in perspective of modi 

fied laminating apparatus, usable in place of the appa 
ratus of FIG. 5; and 
FIGS. 13A and 13B are sectional views across sheet 

material processed by the apparatus of FIG. 13, and 
taken at successive stages in the course of progression 
through said apparatus. 
The invention is shown in connection with a produc 

tion-line machine (FIG. 1) for shrink-packaging a “2 X 
3 "six-pack six-pack (FIG. 2) oflike cylindrical contain 
ers, such as 12-02. beverage cans. The machine oper 
ates continuously, using generally horizontal cluster 
conveyor means running from left to right (in the sense 
of FIG. 1 ), as suggested by arrow designations, and also 
using a continuous elongated sheet or ?lm of shrink 
wrap material such as polythylene having bi-axial 
shrink properties. 
The machine of FIG. 1 may be essentially as de 

scribed in detail in said copending application. It suf 
?ces for present purposes to explain that cluster 
forming mechanism, as described in said application, 
delivers “2 X 3“ clusters to the conveyor, in regular 
short spacings between clusters. For purposes of simpli 
?ed identi?cation, successive clusters in FIG. 1 are 
marked A, B, C . . . . M, working back from the com 

pletely packaged cluster A, which is shown in larger de 
tail in FIG. 2. The incoming unwrapped cluster M pro 
vides a convenient place to identify a typical cluster as 
comprising six like cylindrical containers 10-11-12-1 
3-14-15, in closely nested array, with the longitudinal 
or three-container axis of the cluster oriented trans 
verse to the longitudinal axis of conveyor movement. 
Shrink material 16, of width greater than the three 
container dimensional extent of each cluster and con 
tinuously supplied from a reel 17, is fed over suitable 
guide and tension roll systems 18-19-20-21 to present 
a flat substantially horizontal top-panel region 22 over 
the cluster G. An endless overhead sheet-guiding sys 
tem 23 (having a lower span or course at substantially 
the plane of the upper ends of passing clusters E-F-G 
H) is suspended by suitable sprocket means 24-25-26, 
with drive-synchronizing connection 27 to the drive 27' 
for the cluster-conveyor means, suggested at 28. The 
sheet-guiding system 23 determines the synchronized 
path of movement of the individual bars of a plurality 
of pairs, having articulated-arm connection to each 
other and at cluster-width spacings along the system 
23. Each pair is typi?ed by the bars 29-30 of the pair 
which is shown poised for downward entry into the 
space between clusters l-l-I; at this instant, the sheet 
material between guide roll 21 and the lower bar'29 
slopes slightly above the horizontal, to clear all but the 
top front-corner edges of front containers in the next 
succeeding cluster I. The two pairs 29'—30’ and 
27"—30" which immediately precede the pair 29-30 
are shown in successive, more-advanced stages of con 
tinuously wrapping clusters I-I-G-F, by drawing loops of 
sheet material down between (and part-way beneath 
successive clusters, prior to cut-off or severance by 
means such as a hot wire at 31. 

Legends applied to clusters in the package-forming 
region explain successive functions, namely: 
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at cluster H, registration for pull, i.e., with the sheet 
material symmetrically projecting to overhang be 
yond both ends of the three-container dimensional 
extent of cluster H, as bar 29 is poised to enter be 
tween clusters l-I-l, and as bars 29’-30' are about 
to complete their loop-pulling function between 
clusters G-H; 

at cluster G, loop-pulling between clusters G-I-I and 
beneath cluster G; 

at cluster F, severance, by means 31 at the fully 
pulled-out condition beneath cluster F; 

at cluster E, air-blasted ?attening (by means 32) of 
the back ?ap which is left hanging upon withdrawal 
of a loop-pulling pair of bars (not shown); 

at cluster D, conveyonapplication of holding means 
33 to retain the back ?ap flat against the bottom of 
cluster D; 

at cluster C, front-?ap wrapping by a shuttle bar 34 
(with horizontal motion suggested by a double 
headed arrow), to lap the front ?ap beneath cluster 
C, in overlap with the back ?ap; and 

at cluster B, simultaneous bonding of front and back 
?aps, as well as shrinking, as a result of accelerated 
conveyor transport through a heat tunnel 35. 

Preferably, cluster-transport through the heat tunnel 
provides a localized heat-shielding function (as by 
spaced longitudinally aligned container-support ele 
ments 36-37-38), so that in the region of flap overlap 
the heat-bonded region is not continuous but, rather, is 
at spaced locales along the overlap; as explained in 
Ganz copending application, Ser. No. 29,127, ?led 
Apr. 16, 1970, these bonded locales occur at both ends 
of the overlap and in regions between longitudinal 
alignment of container centers, i.e., between the center 
alignment for the container pair 10-13 and the center 
alignment for the container pair 11-14, and between 
the center alignment for the container pair 11-14 and 
the center alignment for the container pair 12-15. 
The completed article, cluster A, issues from the heat 

tunnel, being quickly cooled by room temperature, to 
a tight contour-conforming set of the shrink material, 
as shown. The shrink action collapses the overhung 
ends of wrapped material, to define a continuous band 
over both ends of the wrapped cluster, leaving end 
openings for direct access to a container. 
The plan-view geometry of a “2 X 3" cluster is such 

that two spaced openings are de?ned at 39-40 (see 
cluster M), between adjacent interior convex surfaces 
ofcontainers 10-11-13-14, and between adjacent inte 
rior convex surfaces of containers 11-12-14-15. These 
openings provide ?nger-access upon local puncture of 
the top panel of the shrunk material and, if the gauge 
of the material is sufficiently heavy, the package can be 
safely carried, using such access for hand-grip via the 
top panel. However, I consider it wasteful to use the 
heavier-gauge material if its weight is required essen 
tially only to serve a safely portable function. Of 
course, paperboard or other insert stiffeners may be 
provided to permit use of thin-gauge shrink material, as 
shown in said pending applications, but this too is an 
expensive resort. 

In accordance with the invention, I achieve secure 
portability using relatively thin-gauge sheet material 
and without the need to rely on paperboard or other in 
serts'in the cluster. I achieve this result by performing 
a local laminating operation on the continuously sup 
plied sheet material 16, at suitable means 45 interposed 
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4 
between rolls 20-21 of the feed mechanism of FIG. 1. 
The laminating function is shown in FIG. 1 to develop 
two laminated reinforcement alignments 46-47, sym 
metrically offset from the longitudinal center of the 
sheet, preferably at a spacing D which is slightly less 
than a container diameter. In FIG. 2, this relationship 
is seen to produce a packaged cluster wherein the top 
panel 48 is characterized by parallel laminated rein 
forcement margins 49-50, just inside the locations 
51-52 of ?nger access. The margins 49-50 positively 
resist any tendency to rip the top-panel material, no 
matter how tightly the ?ngers grasp between access 
points 51-52, and substantially all lifting stresses are 
directly transmitted to regions remote from the ?nger 
access points, thus broadly distributing lifting forces 
and allowing the substantial body of the shrink material 
to take the load. 
The laminated regions 49-50 are seen in FIG. 3 to be 

integrally developed as opposed single pleats or folds, 
of individual width W,. Such folds may be longitudi 
nally continuously bonded or consolidated as lamina 
tions to the adjacent sheet material, by localized appli 
cation of heat prior to introduction, at 21, to the de 
scribed wrapping procedure; in such event, the regions 
49-50 continuously ring the completed package, af 
fording direct reinforcement to the undersides of the 
center container pair 11-14 of each cluster. 

Alternatively, and as speci?cally shown in FIG. 2, the 
bonded extent of laminations 49-50 is localized, longi 
tudinally of sheet 16, so as to occur primarily at the 
upper panel region; between such localized bonded 
(laminated) regions, the slightly tensed even draw on 
pleated material, as at and beyond roller 21, assures 
wrapping (clusters H through C) without loss of pleats. 
A synchronizing connection 53 of the localized 
bonding function with the described wrapping func 
tions assures that the pleated region which is ultimately 
drawn across the tops of clusters (e.g., of cluster G, and 
of those which preceded it along the production line) 
is in fact the desired locally bonded region. That being 
the case, the unbonded remainder of the pleat forma 
tions is available for shrinking in the heat tunnel, thus 
producing a flared dissipation of the pleats in the down 
ward direction of the front and back panels of the wrap. 
Such pleat dissipation is suggested at 54-55 for the 
pleats 49-50, down the panel 56. 

It will be understood that essentially the same action 
and results are achieved for the alternative pleat ar 
rangement of FIG. 4, wherein the sense of pleats 
49’-50’ is merely reversed from that shown for FIG. 3. 
The only noticeable difference is in appearance, and it 
may be considered that the appearance in FIG. 4 of a 
single central, smoothly seamed band 57 is aestheti 
cally more pleasant. 
FIG. 5 is a simpli?ed diagram to illustrate apparatus, 

contained at 45 in FIG. 1, for performing described 
laminating functions. Basically, such apparatus in 
cludes means 60 delivering incoming smooth sheet ma 
terial 16 to a pleating head 61, thence to means 62 for 
locally bonding the pleated regions into locally consoli 
dated laminations, and ?nally to an exit-guide roller 63. 
As shown, the pleating head 61 comprises a central 
upper shoe or plate 64, ?xed by upstanding struts 65 to 
a lower transverse frame member 66, and two lower 
shoes or plates 67-68, ?xed by similar struts (as at 69, 
for plate 68) to an upper transverse frame member 70. 
The upstream ends of shoes 64-67-68 may be con 
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toured for smooth pleat-shaping entry into oncoming 
sheet material 16. As shown, with the central shoe 64 
spaced slightly above the remaining shoes 67-68, with 
an upper shoe of width D, and with a lower-shoe spac 
ing of D-2W|, the action will be to produce the pleat 
described for FIG. 4; and it will be understood that the 
pleat described for FIG. 3 is obtained by reversing the 
upper-to-lower relationship of shoe 64 with respect to 
shoes 67- 68. 
Heating local to the pleated regions bonds and con 

solidates the laminations, and as shown in FIG. 5, such 
consolidation is at longitudinally intermittent intervals, 
synchronized by means 53 to the basic wrapping cycle 
of means 23. To achieve such bonding at 62, I show the 
drums 71-72, one above and the other below the 
pleated sheet, and driven in opposite directions. One or 
both of drums 71-72 may be heated (as suggested by 
legend), at least at the region of mating arcuate pairs 
of squeeze ridges 73-74, laterally spaced to register 
with pleats 46-47. The circumference of the circles, of 
outer contour and of rotation, of ridges 73-74 is se 
lected to match the unshrunk wrapped longitudinal ex 
tent of each severed length of sheet material, and the 
arcuate extent is selected to substantially match the de 
sired locally bonded longitudinal extent at top panel 
48. Preferably, the vertical separation of drum axes is 
selected to assure ?rm squeezing compression of the 
pleated regions 46-47, for efficient transmission of 
heat, at least for transient-tacking or bonding. 

It has been indicated that ?nger-access points may be 
provided at regions 39-40 adjacent the laminations 
49-50. This may be a conveniently performed addi 
tional function of the mating drums 71-72. Thus, 
pointed or sharp-edged piercing elements 75-76 car 
ried by the lower drum 72, and symmetrically posi 
tioned in outward lateral offset from ridges 74, may 
project radially beyond ridges 74 ( to an extent at least 
no greater than the radial offset of ridges 73 from drum 
71). Elements 75-76 necessarily locally pierce the 
passing sheet material at regions designated 51-52 in 
FIG. 2, and preferably the piercing is crescent-shaped 
or arcuate, as shown, with the concave sides of the arcs 
facing outwardly. Such arcuate formations open 
slightly and are also slightly edge-beaded in passage 
through the heat tunnel, leaving convenient pull tabs 
51'-52' for outward ripping, to assist in container re 
moval from the packaged cluster. 
FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate a modi?ed package in which 

the pleat widths W, at 77-78 are substantially one half 
the span D between reinforcement limits. FIG. 6 also 
shows continuously laminated bonded reinforcement, 
for the full peripheral extent of the package, including 
the bottom and upstanding sides, as at 79. 
FIG. 8 illustrates a further modification wherein sep 

arated pleated regions 81-82 are more widely spaced, 
to the extent D,, and are each of width W3 suf?cient to 
embrace a pierced, punched or otherwise formed ?n 
ger-access opening 83-84 within each pleated region, 
in registry with the respective internal spaces 39-40 be 
tween containers. It will be understood that apparatus 
as described in FIG. 5 may produce the con?guration 
of FIG. 8, for a suitably selected dimensioning and ori~ 
entation of shoes 64-67-68 and for a suitably posi 
tioned placement of the squeeze ridges 73-74, wherein 
coacting male and female punch or the like elements 
are provided centrally of the respective mating ridges 
73-74. 
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FIG. 9 illustrates a still further modi?cation wherein 

spaced sets of opposed pairs of pleats 85-86 are devel 
oped at substantially the spacing D already described, 
using spaced sets of narrower shoes 64-67-68. Each 
pleat width W, is as small as conveniently possible, so 
that upon bonded consolidation, the effective rein~ 
forcement (at D-spaced limits) is attributable to essen 
tially twice the number of consolidated thicknesses of 
sheet material as that which characterizes any previ 
ously described embodiment. 
FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate a form of the invention 

wherein a ?lamentary overlay of heat-bendable mate 
rial, such as ?lamentary polyethylene, is continuously 
applied as a heat lamination to the sheet 16, at the 
spacing D at least over the portion thereof which corre 
sponds to the upper panel region 88. It will be under 
stood, for example, that for l to 2-mil thick polyethyl 
ene, separate single 5-mil ?laments, or separate threads 
of twisted ?laments having substantially such bulk, may 
be continuously laid upon sheet 16 passing the laminat 
ing means 45, it being optional whether the lamination 
is above or below sheet 16, i.e., on the outer surface or 
on the inner surface of the ultimately wrapped pack 
age. Such ?lamentary laminations are shown at 90-91 
on the outer (upper) surface of the sheet material, 
being initially bonded or tacked thereto at 45, and ? 
nally bonded at 35. 
FIG. 10 also serves to illustrate that the course of 

laminated reinforcement may undulate as a function of 
location around the peripheral extent of the wrap, as in 
accordance with the pattern of FIG. 12, which is an un 
shrunk sheet panel length extending from a first locus 
92 of severance between a ?rst two clusters, as cut at 
31 between clusters F-G, to a second locus 93 of sever 
ance between the immediately preceding two clusters 
E-F. The undulating courses of reinforcement are most 
converged (separation D) for waht synchronized feed 
ing will develop as the top panel 88. On both limits of 
this top-panel region, the reinforcements diverge grad 
ually, to what becomes a bottom-panel region of great 
est separation D2. Preferably, the separation D2 slightly 
exceeds two container diameters, so that lifting forces 
via the reinforcing laminations not only directly and 
fully support the outer pairs 10-13 and 12-15 but also 
tend to stabilize their nested integration into the clus 
ter. 

In the laminating apparatus of FIG. 13, two locally 
squeezed wrinkles or depressions 95-96 (see also FIG. 
13A) are formed at spacing D, symmetrically with re 
spect to the longitudinal center of sheet material 16, 
prior to local heating, as by directed discharges of hot 
air at 97-98, to produce bead-like laminations 99-100 
(see also FIG. 133) in sheet material fed to roller 21 for 
wrapping. As shown, the aqueeze action involves incre 
mental inward displacement of the two swaths of sheet 
16, outward of the D-spaced central region; this uses 
three sets of three pairs of driven rollers, all driven in 
synchronism, as suggested by dashed-line interconnec 
tions. The ?rst set of rolls 100-101-102 stabilizes feed 
of the full initial span so of sheet 16, with preferably a 
small axial separation between adjacent sets 100-101 
and 101-102, as shown. Each pair of the next set of 
rolls 103-104-105 operates more or less independently 
on a different segment of the sheet width. The center 
pair of rolls 104 serves to stabilize the D-space region 
and involves oppositely driven rolls on axes perpendic~ 
ular to the displacement axis of the center of sheet 16. 
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The outer pair of rolls 103, likewise driven in opposite 
directions, involves roll axes inwardly canted with re 
spect to the axes of rolls 104 and is operative on the 
sheet region one side of the D-space region; the other 
outer pair 105, is similarly driven on inwardly canted 
axes on the opposite side of the D-space region. The 
combined action of rolls 103-104-105 is to inwardly 
bodily displace each of the outer sheet regions, toward 
the central D-space region, raising the local wrinkles or 
depressions 95- 96 at substantially D-spacing. The hot 
air discharges consolidate or laminate these wrinkles as 
beads 99-100 to the adjacent sheet material, which 
now has a slightly reduced overall width span 5.. The 
?nal set of rolls 106-107-108, driven on axes parallel 
to those of rolls 100-101-102, stabilizes all regions of 
the now-beaded sheet 16 for its continuous passage 
through the already described wrapping procedure. 
The described article, method and apparatus will be 

seen to achieve all stated objects. In every case, local 
reinforcement is continuously or intermittently devel 
oped as desired, without interrupting or interfering 
with the swift, smooth and continuous ?ow of sheet ma 
terial to continuously moving clusters. Obviously, the 
invention lends itself to a wide variety of reinforcement 
patterns, as varying conditions may require. And the 
undulating patterns of FIG. 12 may be achieved with 
filamentary laminations, by the simple expedient of 
programmed laterally displaced offset control of ?la 
mentary feeds, synchronized at 53 to the basic wrap cy 
cle; alternatively, similar patterns of pleats may be de 
veloped by apparatus of the FIG. 5 character, utilizing 
for example separate laterally slidable assemblies of 
first and second sets of shoes 64-67-68, as described in 
connection with FIG. 9, the slidable assemblies being 
programmed for laterally undulating displacement, as 
described for the ?lamentary laminations 90-91. 

In every case, the important point is that one may 
employ the thinnest feasible sheet material 16, compat 
ible with the size and weight of the ?lled containers to 
be packaged. Generally, for a 12-02. size “2 X 3 " six 
pack, polyethylene of l to l.5-mil thickness is perfectly 
feasible, and the portability feature meets the most ex 
acting requirements. Further, for the case of straight 
course laminations 46-47 at D-spacing, the bonded 
overlap of the wrap ends includes a locally bonded re 
gion aligned with laminations 46-47, being offset from 
the longitudinal alignment of container-pair centers; 
this circumstance assures full hoop strength of the rein 
forced region, for strong retention of package integrity 
and for well-distributed retention of all panel sections 
adjacent thereto. In like manner, the provision of the 
wide bottom reinforcement spacing D2 (at greater than 
two container diameters) assures completed-hoop re 
tention via the outer bonded regions of the overlapped 
ends of the sheet wrap. 
While the invention has been shown and described in 

connection with preferred forms and embodiments, it 
will be understood that modifications may be made 
without departure from the scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A “2 X 3" packaged cluster of six like cylindrical 

upstanding containers, and a circumferential wrap of 
shrunk plastic sheet material continuously enveloping 
said cluster over the top and bottom ends of said con 
tainers and over the opposite upstanding three 
container sides, whereby the two astroidal spaces be 
tween clustered containers are closed by said wrap of 
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sheet material, said wrap including bonded relatively 
narrow locally pleasted reinforcement lamination 
means integral with said sheet material and extending 
in the direction of circumferential wrap and overstand 
ing at least the upper ends of the central pair of said 
containers, the maximum span transverse to the direc 
tion of circumferential wrap and between outer limits 
of reinforcement of the top panel of the wrap being in 
the order of the container diameter, whereby said rein 
forcement means traverses only a portion of the upper 
ends of the astroidal spaces and ?nger access to both 
astroidal spaces is facilitated through top-panel sheet 
material outside said span, with reinforcement at con 
venient hand-grip spacing. 

2. A cluster according to claim 1, in which said top 
panel has finger-access openings centrally located out 
side of and adjacent to the said outer limits of rein 
forcement and in communication with the respective 
astroidal spaces. 

3. The packaged cluster of claim 1, in which said lam 
inations means extends substantially the full circumfer 
ential extent of the wrap. 

4. A cluster according to claim 2 in which each ?n 
ger-access opening is crescent-shaped, with the convex 
sides of the opposed crescents in back-to-back relation, 
whereby pull tabs are presented and oriented for con 
venient top-panel rip action outwardly of the reinforce 
ment region. 

5. A cluster according to claim 1, in which said rein 
forcement means comprises two spaced pleats of said 
sheet material and bonded thereto at least over the 
upper ends of the central pair of said containers. 

6. The packaged cluster of claim 5, in which said re 
inforcement pleats are most closely spaced in the upper 
panel region and diverge in the downward direction on 
both side panels. 

7. A cluster according to claim 5, in which said sheet 
material is of ?nite length with overlapped ends be 
neath the bottoms of said containers, said overlapped 
ends being bonded at spaced locations offset from the 
line of centers for each of the three pairs of containers, 
and said pleats being between adjacent pairs of such 
lines of centers, whereby the pleated reinforcement ac 
tion is directly served by locally bonded regions of said 
overlapped ends. 

8. A cluster according to claim 5, in which said sheet 
material is of ?nite length with overlapped ends be 
neath the bottoms of said containers, said overlapped 
ends being bonded at spaced locations offset from the 
line of centers for each of the three pairs of containers, 
and said pleats diverging continuously down the side 
panels of the wrap, the extent of divergence being sub 
stantially to bottom locations outside the lines of cen 
ters for each of the outer pairs of containers. 

9. A cluster according to claim 5, in which said pleats 
are bonded to said sheet material substantially only at 
said top panel. 

10. The packaged cluster of claim 1, in which said 
lamination means includes a locally beaded region of 
the wrap material. 

11. A cluster according to claim 1, in which the cir 
cumferential wrap is a single sheet with the ends 
thereof overlapped along a generally central alignment 
beneath the containers, said overlapped ends being 
bonded only at spaced locations along the overlap, and 
said lamination means being substantially aligned with 
at least one bonded location of the overlapped ends. 
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12. A cluster according to claim 11, in which said re 
inforcement means comprises two spaced laminated 
integral reinforcements bonded with said sheet mate 
rial at least over the upper ends of the central pair of 
containers, and in which two of said bonded locations 
of sheet-end overlap are substantially aligned with both 
said reinforcements. 

13. A cluster according to claim 11, in which said re 
inforcement means comprises two spaced laminated 
integral reinforcements bonded with said sheet mate 
rial over the upper ends of the central pair of contain 
ers and diverging down the respective vertical side pan 
els of the wrap to a location outside the longitudinal 
alignment of centers of the respective outer pairs of 
containers, and in which the two outer bonded loca 
tions of sheet-end overlap are substantially aligned with 
the fully diverged extent of said reinforcements. 

14. A packaged two-dimensional cluster of at least 
four lilge cylindrical upstanding containers arrayed in 
side-by-side adjacency along a horizontally extending 20 
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10 
axis through opposed corners of an astroidal space de 
fined between clustered containers, thereby defining 
spaced upstanding cluster sides parallel to said axis, 
and a circumferential wrap of shrunk plastic sheet ma 
terial continuously enveloping and circumferentially 
compressing said cluster over the top and bottom ends 
of said containers and over said spaced upstanding 
cluster sides, whereby the astroidal space is closed at 
both ends by said wrap of sheet material, said wrap in 
cluding bonded relatively narrow locally pleated rein 
forcement means integral with said sheet material and 
extending continuously in the direction of circumferen 
tial wrap, the alignment of said pleated reinforcement 
means being such as to traverse only a portion of the 
upper end of the astroidal space, and said sheet mate 
rial adjacent said reinforcement material and at an~ 
other portion of the upper end of the astroidal space 
having a ?nger-access opening. 

* * 1F 1k * 


